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ECO CLUB ACTIVITIES

MASSIVE PLANTATION

OPJS, Raigarh has been celebrating ‘plantation week’ every year since last 6 years. The
school identifies ecologically barren areas in the surroundings of the school. The students
and the staff actively participate in this intensive plantation campaign. 50% of the school is
under intensive plantation area. The activity has turned the area (about 75 hectares) into
green bed. At the same time it is helping to create awareness and sense of responsibility
amongst the upcoming generation.

REUSE OF TREATED WATER

We have sewage treatment plant in our campus. Here waste water is treated. The treated
water is used for watering our plants and gardening. This asset of our campus adds to our
greenery. More significantly it conveys the message to reduce pollution to all the
stakeholders of the area.
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ECO CLUB ACTIVITIES

RAIN WATER HARVESTING

Saving water and rain water harvesting is also taught as a activity as the school is very well
planned to harvest rain water in the campus itself the students learn from the environment
around them in the campus. The conservation drive focuses on the judicious and proper
utilization of water. All the drainage are ultimately connected & roof top rain water harvesting
is also done.

WATER CONSERVATION

Every year members of Eco-club ‘Maina’ of O.P. Jindal School along with their teachers
participate in the campaign to spread the mass awareness for conservation of water. The
conservation drive focuses on the judicious and proper utilization of water. The students
actively take part and show a high degree of enthusiasm. They go door to door in their
vicinity and give important water saving tips to the residents of adjoining colonies. They
spread a strong message among the communities to conserve water.
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ECO CLUB ACTIVITIES

CLEANING DRIVE

Regular cleaning is done by school embers of the school premises and adjoining areas. Our
campus has been declared litter free and plastic free zone

.

EFFECTIVE RESOURCE WASTE MANAGEMENT

This programme works in school with an aim to utilize all available resources effectively
and judiciously. The students are educated to avoid bringing oily junk food which is
mostly brought in Aluminium foils, plastic/tissue paper. They are continuously trained to
use all water and electric points judiciously in order to minimize wastage. Students and
other members of the school are encouraged to use means of mass transportation for
commuting to school.
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VERMICOMPOSTING

We have a vermicompost where the biodegradable waste collected from the campus is
converted to useful manure. The manure is used for our garden. Biodegradable and nonbiodegradable wastes are collected in separate bins

COMMUNITY PROJECTS

• .

As a part of the Swachch India Campaign launched by honourable Prime Minister Shri Narendra
Modi, OPJS Community Club organized a clean drive in the nearby areas. This drive aimed to
create awareness about the importance of sanitation and hygiene in daily life. Students
interacted with the residents of the nearby villages and made them aware about the good
sanitary practices such as clean toilets clean surroundings and health & hygiene related tips
were also shared. The students enthusiastically demonstrated the ten steps to a health hand
washing which will protect them from germs and diseases. The school takes initiative to educate
local people about sustainable environment. Regular awareness programmes are organised in
the local areas.
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SCHOOL EXHIBITION

Art exhibitions of paper products (made out of waste) as held every year. This is in order to
sensitize the children that waste paper can be recycled thus saving our trees.

PAINTING & POSTER MAKING COMPETITION

Several environmental competitions have been organised for OPJS students. Competitions
consist of essays, quizzes, and drawings and are rewarded by prizes. We found that these kinds
of competitions encourage the students and boost their environmental involvement with
outdoor field programmes.
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BEST OUT OF WASTE

A creative activity ‘Best out of waste’ was conducted to create awareness among the students
about the importance of 3Rs viz. Reduce, Reuse, Recycle. On the spot competition was
conducted to emphasize upon “Reuse” policy of sustainable development. The students
prepared many beautiful items like cushions, flowers out of waste tyres, polythene. The
participants enthusiastically prepared different products from the waste and also learnt the
reuse of waste products and conservation of natural resources.

STUDENTS TRAINING PROGRAMMES

Science Seminar is organized every year by Chhattisgarh Government. Our school participates in
these seminars every year. Recently Upasana Mishra of X E represented CG at Mumbai.
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CELEBRATION OF ECO FRIENDLY DAYS

The Eco Friendly Days were observed in O.P. Jindal School, Raigarh, the importance of the days
were highlighted through special assemblies, display boards, power point presentations,
activities, competitions etc. Drawing and painting, slogan and clay modeling competitions were
organized on different important days like Earth Day, World Environment Day, World Food Day
etc. The competition was organized in connection of the club’s campaign to create awareness
amongst the students. The students participated enthusiastically for different activities.
.

WILD LIFE WEEK

In order to create awareness about the species which is endangered, an effective programme
was launched by NDTV on “Save Tiger” in our school. Various clubs in our school like eco club,
science club, health hygiene club, disaster management club, dramatics club action plans and
UNESCO projects are made keeping in view our green campus.
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ECO TOUR
CREATING A POSITIVE ATMOSPHERE FOR LEARNING

Every year, Eco Club organizes an Eco Tour for the students of our school in order to sensitize
them regarding biodiversity of the different regions.

INTER SCHOOL COMPETITIONS

Every year, our school organizes a debate on environmental issues in which many prominent
schools of Delhi participate. The topics are chosen with care on the present-day burning
issues. For more information, please click Inter-School activities.
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GLOBAL WATER EXPERIMENT

In this activity students collected a water sample from a local water source (Kelo river). They
measured the pH of the sample using coloured indicator solutions. An average value of
the class results was reported to the Global Experiment Database together with
information about the sample and the school. The activity allowed students to explore the
idea of acidity using the most common measure of acidity- pH, as it applies to our
water supplies. Students learnt a method of measuring pH and how to check its reliability.
They submitted data to the Global Experiment database and were able to compare their
results with others around the world.

NO SMOKING ZONE
We have declared our school as a "No
Smoking

Zone".

All

visitors

and

employees including OPJS bus drivers and
conductors, are not allowed to smoke
within the school premises.
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ANTI POLYBAG CAMPAIGN

Students and teachers have been sensitized not to bring poly bags to school. A rally is also
organized to create awareness amongst the general public of the harmful disadvantages of
poly bags

ENVIRONMENT QUOTIENT

The Energy and Resources Institute (TERI) organize examination for classes VIII to X. Our school
nominates students for this examination. It aims at developing environmental awareness
among students. Environmental issues have become a global concern. Seeing this, The ministry
of Environment and Forests, Govt. of India, organize this Olympiad with an aim to conserve our
environment and minimize environmental hazards. Environment education as per CBSE
guidelines has also being followed.
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MOCK DRILLS

Mock drills are conducted to train the students and teachers in evacuation techniques for
disasters, like fire, earthquake or any other calamity. The training was conducted in school
auditorium.

ENVIRONMENT BINS

Classroom biodegradable waste are collected by the green volunteers of Eco Club and have been
dumped into a pit and subjected for composting.
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WALK TO SCHOOL CAMPAIGN

The students are encouraged to walk to school under walk to school campaign organized by
different clubs of school (Health & wellness club, Eco club etc). The students are made aware of
advantages of walking. Keeping in view the above campaign our school has taken carbon
footprint as key innovative feature where the students are taught the importance of less usage
of vehicles and thereby conserving energy and preserving non-renewable resources like petrol
etc.

VISIT TO NATURE PARK

Nature Camps are organised by the OPJS Eco Club students. Regular visits are planned to give
students:
 an acquaintance with nature and the conservation of biodiversity,
 an exposure to the fauna and flora of the local hills
 an impression of the degradation of forests caused by human interference, and
 an awareness of how to protect and preserve natural forests.
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ZERO GARBAGE

Our school aims at creating a ZERO garbage zone. Dustbins of various colours for segregating
garbage at source have been placed at various points. Green coloured dustbin is for Paper and
Blue coloured dustbin is for Non-Biodegradable waste and the non-biodegradable waste is
picked up by the rag pickers and we do not throw anything in the Municipal Corporation of
Delhi made dust pond.

ANTI CRACKER CAMPAIGN

Our school organizes an Anti-cracker Rally annually before the festival of Diwali. Children
and teachers from various schools attached to our school, regularly participate at this rally
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CLEANING SCHOOLS & PUBLIC PLACES

The Eco Club members are also involved in the waste-recycling management: cleaning public
streets, removing plastic. Eco Club encourages the students to clean their school once a fortnight.
Cleaning includes organic composting and taking care of classrooms.

GREEN GIFTS

The time-honoured flower bouquet is fast replaced by the practice of gifting saplings at
OPJS. Taking this concept a step ahead, the eco club champs have decided to provide sapling
bouquets to the guests visiting the school. The sapling is wrapped in decorated jute bags for
gift purpose as a substitute to flower bouquets.
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GREEN SPACES

“We make the
world we live in
and shape our own
Environment”

OPJS CAMPUS
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NEWSPAPER PUBLISHING
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